
Dear fellow LCIF Executive Committee members, 

  

First of all, thank you all for your rapid responses on Friday regarding the US$1 million 

major catastrophe grant for Japan.  You really enabled our service team to act quickly.  Most 

importantly, we are sending a strong message of support and solidarity.  

  

Secondly, I am writing you again about a related topic.  Donations and commitments are 

pouring into the foundation.  I received an email yesterday that the Lions of MD 300 

Taiwan have committed US$500,000.  The Lions of Japan themselves are setting a target of 

US$3 million, including almost US$200,000 donated by District 337-A.  Many countries in 

various parts of the world have successfully started a strong campaign to support the 

people of Japan.  This is wonderful, and what is needed for our fellow Lions in Japan.  As 

expected, we are receiving inquiries about if these donations will be eligible for Melvin 

Jones Fellowships.  

  

Historically, we have approved MJF eligibility for a limited time frame for donations 

following some select massive disasters, based on the circumstances.  For example, 

donations were eligible for MJFs during our designated appeals for September 11, South 

Asian Tsunami, Pakistan Earthquake and most recently, the Morakot Typhoon.  

  

After careful consideration, both the President and I feel confident that this is one of those 

extraordinary situations.  There is no question that when compared with other previous 

disasters, this is of the same or greater magnitude.  The tool we have used successfully in 

the past, to allow MJF eligibility, will allow us to increase the amount of contributions that 

we are able to mobilize for Japan.  

  

I took into consideration our financial situation this year before suggesting this to you, and 

particularly analyzed the possible impact on our unrestricted funds.  I am pleased to report 

that, as of January 31, we have over US$20 million in donations.  Almost US$12 million of 

that is for our general unrestricted fund, as compared to US$8 million at the same time 

period last year.  Therefore, I am confident that making donations MJF eligible is the only 

and right decision at this time, for this particular catastrophic event.  

  

In previous cases, there has been a time limit on the MJF eligibility and I would agree that 

we consider the same.  Together with the service team, I suggest through June 30, 2011.  This 

allows a sufficient amount of time (over 90 days) and also coincides with the end of the 

fiscal year. 

  



Do you agree that there is no better way to demonstrate friendship and fellowship right 

now and in the next months to come? 

  

Please consider this request and send your reply to Rebecca Daou 

at Rebecca.Daou@lionsclubs.org 

  

With cordial regards, 

Eberhard J. Wirfs 

Chairperson, Lions Clubs International Foundation 

  

Request and Resolution: 

  

In accordance with LCIF policy, the LCIF Executive Committee’s approval is required to 

allow MJF eligibility for donations other than unrestricted giving.    

  

The LCIF Executive Committee is therefore requested to vote on the resolution below: 

  

Be it resolved, That donations made to the Japan Earthquake and Pacific Tsunami fund be 

eligible for Melvin Jones Fellowships for a time period of March 11 – June 30, 2011.  

  

        _____   I approve the resolution 

    

        _____   I do not approve the resolution 

  

  

       ______________________________________________________ 

       Name                                              Signature 
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